Tom Leeser: An Introduction To Sydney Mills’ Exhibit, “Consume”
CalArts Gallery A402, Feb. 28, 2018

First: Two Quotations

From Ursula LeGuin “Introduction to the Left Hand of Darkness”
Science fiction is often described, and even defined, as extrapolative. The science fiction writer is
supposed to take a trend or phenomenon of the here-and-now, purify and intensify it for dramatic
effect, and extend it into the future. "If this goes on, this is what will happen." A prediction is
made. Method and results much resemble those of a scientist who feeds large doses of a purified
and concentrated food additive to mice, in order to predict what may happen to people who eat it
in small quantities for a long time. The outcome seems almost inevitably to be cancer. So does
the outcome of extrapolation. Strictly extrapolative works of science fiction generally arrive about
where the Club of Rome arrives: somewhere between the gradual extinction of human liberty and
the total extinction of terrestrial life.

From Catherine Malabou’s “ Repetition, Revenge, Plasticity”
The human is the only being for whom time is a spiritual injury. If there is only one thing the
human seeks revenge for, it is the passage of time, and thus, of course, finitude. Having to die is
the utmost injury. Time is the utmost offense.
Revenge is not only revenge towards the past, but resentment toward temporality in general.
Here, “past” means, “passing away.” Revenge is the will’s ill will toward time, toward passing
away, toward transiency. Transiency is that against which the will can take no further steps, that
against which it constantly collides. There is nothing we can do against time. Finitude is the
impassable obstacle. Life is short, what is done is done. This engenders resentment.

Some Factual Definitions:
Zombie: derived from Haitan Creole (zonbi); a reanimation, a fictional undead
Vampire: a fictional being from folklore that subsists by feeding on the life
essence of the living
Consumption: the using up of a resource, depletion, a wasting disease.
Consumer economy: within capitalism, income and demand generates consumption
Happiness: pleasure, contentment, satisfaction–– more than a positive mood,
happiness is a state of well-being
Extrapolate: to extend the application of a method or conclusion to an unknown
situation by assuming that existing trends will continue
Catalyst: a substance that increases the rate of a chemical reaction without itself
undergoing any permanent chemical change
Ok, Let’s begin:

I’m sitting in a room
With Sydney’s work
With Sydney
I’m describing my present thoughts from our past discussions that occurred in a
room different from the one you are in now. [1] I’ll attempt to introduce the work
and extend this present presence and the absent past into “a future told in
reverse.” [2]
If successful, this reversal will initiate a series of ruptures and events culminating
in the form of an incitement. This incitement will take the form of a discussion; a
discourse that seeks to expose the subliminal resentments embedded in the
work and within the broader popular culture.

Consume adopts the persona of a provocateur, a trickster, a disruptor of
aesthetic expectations and disciplinary assumptions. It is a cognitive bending of
desire, a utopic yearning for wellness and health and an immortal future that
disregards the limits of our bodily finitude.
Within this discourse, the photograph, the video, the sound and the sculpture
function as a unified mechanism for launching a forensic examination that
exhumes a fictional undead hiding in the gaps of our immediate interpretations of
technology.
She has resurrected past tendencies from experimental film and reanimated
them within a current context of post cinema, networked distribution and
displaced physicality.
This displaced memento echoes the labore corporis of George Kuchar. The title
of his 2009 film Zombies of Zanzibar comes to mind. Kuchar’s “underground”
method was to use everyday lowbrow production techniques to mimic the highend dominant culture of Hollywood through humor and irony. He used the tropes
of the entertainment industry to critique the established norms of gender,
sexuality and celebrity.
Residing in the precarious moment, Sydney’s work is linked to this campy
tradition of Kuchar and LeGuin’s extrapolative definition of science fiction. It
exposes our fear of finitude, the inevitable end that Malabou reveals in her essay.
According to Susan Sontag, “the essence of camp is its love of the unnatural: of
artifice and exaggeration.” Consume uses these three components of camp and
updates their relevance to our hyper extended anxieties.
Sydney’s critique successfully employs a language of aberrant beauty found in
both form and sound. She has constructed a visualization of the body that
exposes our invisible apprehensions. Consume fabricates an unnatural body
and situates it within a system of artifice and exaggeration, damaging our intent
and desire for ever-lasting consumption.
[1] See Alvin Lucier: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fAxHlLK3Oyk
[2] See Norman Klein: https://ccs.ucsb.edu/news/2018/future-can-only-be-told-reverse
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I. LUMPECTOMIES
I had my first lumpectomy the day after I had my braces taken off. I was calmer about the whole ordeal
than anyone in my family. In fact, I was mostly just upset that I wasn’t able to go to school that day. I had
been looking forward to showing off my newly emancipated, perfectly straight teeth to my
friends. Instead, I was scheduled to have a tumor removed from my fifteen-year-old breast.
The results were benign but a couple of days after the surgery, I had an experience that made me feel,
for the first time since the beginning of my teenage breast cancer scare, the weight of what had happened
to me. My mother was helping me change my bandages. I was still wearing the ones that had been put
on moments after the surgeon closed me up. I looked down and saw a swirl of multi-color bruising, traces
of dried blood, and a crescent of black stitches penetrating the edges of my nipple and I fainted, for the
first and only time in my life. The feeling I experienced upon seeing my damaged, ailing body stuck with
me. It’s something that to this day is always at the front of my mind. You are a container made of flesh,
used to store blood, bones, organs and other viscera. You are meat.
I had my second lumpectomy a few days before the start of my second semester of graduate school.
And with my mid-residency show five weeks away, I decided to seize the opportunity to make art about
my experience. My hope was replicating that moment of post-surgery ontological terror I felt as a
teenager, or to at least solve why it mattered to me so much.
Over the course of the next five weeks after my surgery, I made nine new pieces of artwork and installed
my mid-residency show but I can’t really say that I, at any point, experienced that same visceral feeling
that I felt as a teenager, neither during the recovery process nor while creating the new work. That being
said, after seven months of banging my head against the daunting and confounding brick wall that is
graduate school, desperately hoping for some sort of break through, a few things became clear to me.
II. MEDICALLY INDUCED ENCOUNTERS
I am hyperaware of the limitations of my body and my lack of meaningful control over it. When I say
“meaningful control,” I mean control over more than just the color of my hair and nails, the makeup on my
face, the tattoos on my skin, the piercings in my ears, or any of the other superficial modifications I make
to the exterior of my body in the name of aesthetic pleasure and vanity. After discussing my midresidency show with classmates and faculty ad nauseam, I became more specifically aware of the
practical attitude and general lack of sentimentality I have toward my body and it’s parts. Some could say
this puts me on the spectrum of sociopathy but I feel my approach toward and ideas around my body, and
bodies in general, comes more from a place of scientific curiosity based on my own medical history.
Over the course of my twenty-nine years of life, I’ve racked up a sizeable laundry list of conditions,
anomalies, and general health issues, or at least one that is sizable for someone under the age of
thirty. Though I suffer from nothing imminently life threatening, I live with persistent neurological
myoclonus of the chin, which are just fancy words to describe a tremor. I’ve got a predisposition for
growing benign tumors in both of my breasts. I’ve got an enlarged cisterna magna, which refers a part of
my brain that is larger than the average persons. Neurologists have told me that it’s generally nothing to
worry unless other abnormal neurological symptoms develop in tandem with it. I’ve got an autoimmune
skin condition called pityriasis rosea, which often leaves my body covered in circular red and scaly
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lesions. I have asthma and severe allergies, both of which have caused sporadic flares of chronic upper
respiratory and sinus infections throughout my life, especially when I was a child. I also was born without
wisdom teeth. I could go on ad nauseam but I’d rather not as to avoid the risk of sounding like a
hypochondriac or like I’m looking for some sort of pity.
These medically induced encounters with the more visceral side of my body have inspired much of the
work I’ve made while in graduate school. And recently, my work has predominately centered on ideas
around the limitations and failures of the human body in its current stage of biological evolution and my
desire for better control, manipulation and optimization of both my body, and the human body in general,
through experimentation and fusion with new technologies, both real and imagined.
III. MECHANICAL MODIFIABLE MODULAR
The evolution of human bodies is slow. It is unlikely that I will live to see humanity’s next naturally
occurring biological evolution but I believe I will live to see a kind of technological evolution in which our
bodies and minds will begin to interface, or even fuse, with technology. I want to highlight moments where
this fusion is already happening. I want to observe, and eventually participate in, experiments in applied
cybernetics. I want to witness the fusion of hardware into the wetware we call the human body before
these experiments are commodified and our agency over them taken away by patent holders.
The mechanical body. The modifiable body. The modular body. I see these as potential answers, or
alternatives, to corporeal existence as it stands today. I see my life long obsession with changing the
exterior of my body through superficial means as a silent refusal to adopt a static physical form. Constant
manipulation of my external appearance has been my symbolic, relatively affordable and minimally
invasive line of defense against the slowly deteriorating flesh over which I have little control. And while
I’m sure I will continue to cycle monthly through different hair and nail colors, I would like to eventually
offer up my body as a site for experimentation. To what ends, I don’t know yet. But I believe that mastery
over my body through science could engender a degree of the sublime and a new sense of ontological
freedom.
IV. DRINK YOURSELF TO FEEL LIKE YOURSELF!
I spent the years between gaining my undergraduate degree and starting graduate school working in the
film industry as an art department coordinator, which is a managerial position that oversees the daily
operations and accounting of an art department working on a film, television show or commercial during
preproduction and principle photography. The average workday on a production job is twelve hours
long. Sometimes days can be shorter but more often than not they actually longer than twelve hours. In
the world of union production, where the day rates are high and the insurance plans are to die for, many
workers spend their extra time and money on medical treatments and wellness regimens to optimize
productivity, ease stress and offset the generally unhealthy lifestyles adopted to cope with the daily grind
of life on a film set.
During my years as an art coordinator, I saw fear and distrust of modern medicine run rampant among
those both below and above the line in Los Angeles’s film industry. I watched many of my friends and
coworkers try out any and every old and new trend in wellness. Sweat lodge retreats in the desert, group
LSD trips by the beach, visits to healers and holistic doctors who restrict patients from drinking certain
liquid below certain temperatures or from wearing certain colors of clothing to prevent absorption of
certain toxins in dyes, mother/infant chiropractic sessions, tonics, tinctures and anti-radiation juice
cleanses, anti-vaccinators, vegetarians turned vegan turned vegan-raw turned anorexic, etc.
During the 2017 spring semester, I created a short video project called Consumed Body Purification
System, which was my tongue and cheek response to everyone who had ever challenged my faith in
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modern medicine, or made snide comments about what I chose to eat for lunch during the only 30
minutes of peace I was afforded during my 12 hour+ workday.
In Consumed Body Purification System, I invent the kitchen countertop appliance to end all kitchen
countertop appliances. Initially shaped like an average coffee machine, the Consumed Body Purification
System creates a cleansing drink of cloned and liquefied biological matter based off it’s user’s DNA,
which users (or “donors,” as I will refer to them going forward) provide their machine with via a needle
prick to the finger by machine’s “Imprint Slot.” As the machine produces the daily cleanse drink of it’s
donors biomass, the architecture of the machine itself oozes out a bodily pulp and becomes a grotesque
and abject physical reflection the donor’s psychological and ontological fears and neurosis.
PROJECT ABSTRACT
This spring, I plan to expand the Consumed Body Purification System project into a larger and more indepth body of work for my MFA thesis/Integrated Media exhibition. I will expand on a few of the themes
present in the original Consumed Body Purification System video piece, including rituals of purification
and wellness, auto-cannibalism, the cyclical relationship between the consumer and the consumer object,
and the use of abject or uncanny objects as depositories for neurosis. At a minimum, the exhibition will
feature a new video piece, sound, photography and sculpture. In addition and inspired by the format of
industry tradeshows and corporate branding tactics, the show could also include mock pamphlet of
product information and a product tasting area, which could provide a space to experiment more directly
with satire, performance and narrative within the gallery during the life of the exhibition.
PROJECT PROPOSAL
The Consumed Body Purification System is inspired by and refers to the many new consumer electronics
companies and startups that use new forms of technology to sell consumers health and lifestyle products
in the name of wellness and naturalism, which I feel paradoxical in and of itself. Get reacquainted with
your youest you with this new phone application, box subscription or electronic device! To me, this
phenomenon points to a trend toward post-humanism that new technologies now afford us humans,
whereas the average consumer might see it as a sort-of last ditch effort to reconnect with nature before
we all become cyborgs. To me, we are all already cyborgs.
Toward the end of the original video, the simulated female voice, which provides the commercial’s
voiceover and narrative, recites the Consumed corporate slogan– “Drink yourself to feel like
yourself!” Because it doesn’t get more natural or holistic (or masturbatory) than ritualistically consuming
your own essence, am I right?
But the Consumed project is concerned with other ideas besides satirically critiquing trends in technology
and wellness. With this project, I’m also interested exploring the ways in which the capitalist machine
uses advertising, with its polemic and dogmatic calls toward naturalism, to sell products to make
consumers feel better about being human, exploiting their fears of death and sickness to convince them
that they need to buy these products.
I am going to have to create a series of Consumed Body Purification Machines, both unused and used.
I’m going to have to create the unused, “unimprinted,” new machine, which will look for the most part like
a regular coffee maker. I am also aiming to create between 3-5 used or imprinted machine, which will be
the abject, gross machines like the one featured in my original Consumed video piece. All but one of
these machines will be used as props in the new video I plan to make. One machine will be placed in the
gallery as a sculptural work. This machine will be placed on a pedestal and will be rigged to ooze, throb
and produce both the exterior bodily residue and the cleanse drink throughout the life of the exhibition.
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The new video for the expanded Consumed body of work will be comprised of a series of static product
shots of various used Consumed Systems on turn tables (à la QVC). Eventually, the Systems’ donors will
appear along side their machines to demonstrate how they typically interact with them. Donors will be
seen inserting their fingers into the imprint slots, touching their machines, pouring their liquefied biomatter from the glass carafes into coffee mugs, and drinking their daily cleanses. The video will also show
footage of the machines oozing, growing and throbbing as they produce their donors’ daily cleanse. Each
machine will be unique and represent a different bodily fear of death and sickness. For example, the
machines could represent some of the top causes of death in the United States, such as heart disease,
cancer, repertory disease or obesity-related diabetes. This video may feature the original score I had
made for the most recent iteration of the original Consumed project. The new video will be projected
onto the far wall of gallery A402, and the projection will hopefully be the size of the wall. It will play on a
loop in the gallery with a break at the end of the video in which the projector will project black for several
minutes, allowing visitors in the gallery to experience a sound piece uninterrupted by the video’s audio.
Between screenings of the video, a meditative, trance-like sound piece will play audibly within the gallery.
In the piece, a voice (to be determined) will recite mantras of buzzwords used in the promotional,
branding and advertising material for start ups and companies that sell kitchen appliances, consumer
electronics and wellness or nutritional products.
I also plan to take at least one photograph for the exhibition. This photograph will essentially be a product
shot of the new, stock, “unimprinted” machine and will be photographed in a way that is reminiscent of
Apple’s glossy, hi-res print ads for their products.
I would like to potentially install a small seating area along the small 6’7” back wall of A402. This area
would consist of a table, chairs, and some overhead lighting. Corporate looking product pamphlets and
literature written in the voice of the manufacturer would be laid out on the table. When I do walkthroughs
of the show to visitors, this area could also be used to do product tastings of the Consumed cleanse drink
(See Gallery Layout Option 2).
Later in the semester, I plan to write an essay that will expand upon all the subjects I touch on in this new
body of work after the exhibition comes down, such as the function of living and dead human bodies
within U.S. economies of human remains, post-humanism, a reinterpretation of the body horror genre and
the aberrant body through the lens of xeno-feminism, bodies of privilege in the business of wellness and
the use of consumer (electronic) products as depositories of anxiety and neurosis by consumers
themselves. This paper may take the rest of the semester to complete and will be long and well
researched.

EQUIPMENT LIST
I will need the following equipment to complete the project as I have it planned at this time:
• Table and seating for tasting area
• High quality projector that can project video to around 16’ wide from the back wall of
A402 to it’s opposite wall (see Gallery Layout Options 1 & 2)
• One framed photograph
• High quality speakers (for both video audio and sound piece)
• One custom pedestal, built to hide sump pump and reservoir (for sculpture of machine
that will ooze, etc. throughout the show)
• Lighting for the displayed machine sculpture and seating area. (I think it would be nice to
also have these lights on some sort of sensor which turns them off when the video plays
and turns them back on when the video goes off)
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PRODUCTION SCHEDULE
November 2017: Establish character and look of each machine you intend to create
December 2017: Create/build machines; Shoot product shot photograph; Create manufacturer pamphlets
and literature; Write script for the video and the sound piece
January 2018: Shoot the new video of the machines and their donors; Print and frame the product shot
photograph; Build the custom pedestal; Create the sound piece
February 2018: Edit the film and sound piece; Tie up loose ends; Rig and test the throbbing machine;
th
Install on February 24

SYDNEY MILLS

$240.00
$136.00

INSTALLATION MATERIALS

OPENING COSTS

$47.28
$367.44
$313.92
$55.10
$18.49
$60.00
$50.00
$21.83

$50.00
$50.00
$160.00
$75.00
$100.00
$100.00

MACHINES
X4 WHITE COFFEE MAKERS
X4 GALLONS OF SILICONE
x4 GALLONS OF URETHANE FOAM
WAX
HOT PLATE (FOR HEATING WAX)
DYES FOR SILICONE, FOAM AND WAX
POURING/MIXING/HEATING RECEPTICALS FOR MATERIALS
ALGINATE FOR MOLD MAKING

MISC. PROPS
COFFEE MUGS/CUPS
PRODUCT TABLE
TURNTABLE RENTAL (FOR TWO DAY RENTAL)
TURNTABLE SURFACE/COVER TO HIDE TURNTABLE MECHANISM

CRAFT SERVICE FOR ACTORS
WARDROBE (CAN HOPEFULLY RETURN)

$11.82
$10.00
$55.00
$100.00
$40.00
$50.00

X1 COFFEE MAKER
RESERVOIR
SUMP PUMP
PEDESTAL MATERIALS
INFLATABLE BLADDERS
LIQUID MATERIALS FOR OOZING

VOICE OVER ACTOR
RECORDING STUDIO
RECORDING EQUIPMENT
SOUND MIXER

$0.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

EST

$561.82

$11.82
$50.00
$0.00
$150.00
$100.00
$250.00
$0.00

X1 COFFEE MAKER
TOOLS/SUPPLIES TO ALTER EXISTING COFFEE MACHINE
SEAMLESS BACKDROP
ACRYLIC REFLECTIVE SURFACE
PHOTO PRINTING
PHOTO FRAMING
CAMERA AND LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

SOUND PIECE MATERIALS

EST

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS

$266.82

EST

SCULPTURE MATERIALS

$1,469.06

EST

VIDEO MATERIALS

$3,063.70

$390.00

SEATING AREA MATERIALS

TOTAL ESTIMATES BUDGET

$0.00

$561.82

SOUND PIECE MATERIALS

$266.82

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS

$1,469.06

SCULPTURE MATERIALS

VIDEO MATERIALS

VER. 1 // 12.13.17

THESIS SHOW/INTEGRATED MEDIA EXHIBITION BUDGET

0.00

ACTUAL

0.00

ACTUAL

0.00

ACTUAL

0.00

ACTUAL

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

12/13/17 2:35 PM

BARTENDER

BEVERAGES
FOOD

OPENING COSTS

WALL TITLE
LIGHTING FOR SCULPTURE AND PHOTOGRAPH (CAN HOPEFULLY RETURN)
PAINT AND SUPPLIES
TITLE LIST/STATEMENT PRINTING
GRAY GAFF TAPE
MEALS/CRAFT SERVICE FOR FRIENDS WHO HELP INSTALL

INSTALLATION MATERIALS

PAMPHLET PRINTING
TABLE AND CHAIRS (CAN HOPEFULLY RETURN)
LIGHTING (CAN HOPEFULLY RETURN)

SEATING AREA MATERIALS

$136.00

$50.00
$50.00
$36.00

EST

$240.00

$10.00
$100.00
$50.00
$5.00
$25.00
$50.00

EST

$390.00

$50.00
$300.00
$40.00

EST

0.00

ACTUAL

0.00

ACTUAL

0.00

ACTUAL

12/13/17 2:35 PM

PROJECT PROPOSAL: MOCK UPS

OBVIOUSLY, IT
WOULDN’T HAVE
COFFEE IN IT…

MOCK UP OF THE NEW,
STOCK, UNIMPRINTED
MACHINE

MIGHT BE ON A
TURNTABLE THAT WILL
SPIN IN THE GALLERY;
WILL PROBABLY OOZE,
THROB, ETC.

MOCK UP OF THE
IMPRINTED
SEMI-SENTIENT
MACHINE ON PEDESTAL

